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3.65x0.76 with above ground swimming pool kit h17412
Above ground swimming pool rotonda.Diameter 365 cm H 76. The set includes filter assembly and cartridge kit connection pool
filter.

Round above ground swimming pool, with kit included.

The pool is made up of inflatable tubular nn, which surmounts a sturdy polyester fabric in the tub, frameless carrier. Built with
special materials specially treated for long stays outside, it is a concentrate of technology and functionality. It requires no
planning permission, costly construction or excavation.

The success of above ground pools is to be found without a shadow of doubt in the cost more affordable and practical in its
installation: no need of excavation but a leveling of the ground in the event of a slope. Choose a ground pools is the most
appropriate decision to have at hand a corner of relaxation and well-being if you have an outdoor space reduced, or you want to
accomplish in a short time to be able to disassemble a pool at the end of the season. Another important feature and should not
be underestimated is that these pools do not require building permits and are not subject to taxes.

The kit includes:

● Swimming pool
● Group cartridge filter 2,2 m3 / h
● Connection kit for pool filter

The cartridge filter for swimming pool allows to obtain the maximum filtration surface, with minimum encumbrance. The cartridge
inside the filter consists of a cylinder composed of a range of filter paper folded over itself. The large surface area of ??filtration
thus obtained allows to obtain a movement twenty times slower than a sand filter.

The cartridge filter does not require a sewer connection. The cartridge cleaning is done manually, with a jet of water under
pressure after removing it from the filter. In this way, you avoid wasting unnecessarily large amounts, water.

Inside the filter, the pool water passes through the cartridge gets rid of dirt and deposits. Then, the selector valve of the filter
redirects the flow of water towards the swimming pool, in which there falls through the nozzle inlet.

Specifications:

● Diameter 3.65 m
● Depth 0.76 m



● 7 m3 capacity

INFO

● Height 76 cm
● Width 365 cm
● Depth 365 cm
● Material poliestere
● shape round
● Typology aboveground
● Capacity 7 m3


